Below is a picture of Anne Bowman, one of the ship’s guns on *Spirit of Dana Point*. Draw your own cannon below!

![Image of a cannon on a ship](image)

Looking back on the video, which tools were used to clean the gun before firing? Circle the tools.

- Sponge
- Worm
- Ram Rod
- Prick
- Powder horn
There are no cannons on a ship...they call them a ship’s gun! The only difference between the two is that a cannon is on land and a gun is on a ship at sea. Sailor’s have their own language that include different words for things we have on land. Use these pictures to answer the questions below.

1. __________

2. __________

3. __________

4. __________

How many cannons are there? ________________

How many guns are there? ______________________

Which is your favorite? ________________________
Color in this picture of Anne Bowman!